
MOTIVATION FOR A ROSE FOR EMILY

carriagehouseautoresto.com âœ…. Motivation for â€œA Rose for Emilyâ€• It is in the human nature to want to have a
sense of belonging and to be a part of something bigger, .

This could be attributed to the fact that as the times are changing, they need someone to restore or uphold their
southern pride or majesty and as she is a Grierson, she is their only link to that past. As his wife, Emily would
be barren of social position; but without him Emily is literally barren of childbearing and physical and
emotional intimacy. Grierson's poison is so malignant that it destroys his daughter's opportunity for
procreation and transforms the womanly part of her into manliness. Related essay samples:. Despite Mr. They
have put her in a special position among the others and while they have not maintained any direct contact with
her, they are still curious even after her death about her mystery. Since gilt is a simulated or fake gold, both
the gilt easel and the tarnished gold head of the cane connote the tarnished nature of the aristocratic Grierson
name, for gold cannot tarnish if pure. Her appellation throughout the story shifts from "Miss Emily,"
emphasizing her virginal and unmarried state, to "poor Emily," suggesting the despoiled virgin. You may also
like. Her skeleton was small and spare; perhaps that was why what would have been merely plumpness in
another was obesity in her. Grierson's motive for driving off Emily's suitors is based on a romantic vision of
virginity. Grierson's pride becomes a malignant cancer that spreads to his daughter--but also plays off the
word virile, meaning "capable of procreating" or "manly. The image of the Grierson place with its out of date
structure and furnishings, and of Miss Emily herself as a fat old woman resembling death itself also helped to
create a clear picture of an old run down town. Just as the father's picture rests on a tarnished gilt easel CS ,
Emily rests on an ebony cane with a tarnished gold head CS  She is also not accepting of the changing times
and flat out refuses to change with them. The town of Jefferson is a fallen legacy. The word virulent is
interesting in that it not only means "poisonous" or "malignant"--obviously Homer is poisoned, and Mr. Death
has cuckolded Homer, stolen his bride, because death outlasts love and conquers "even the grimace of love"
CS  Despite all evidence, the townspeople place Emily on a pedestal. Whether or not Emily looks at the
townspeople is inconsequential, for an idol does not mingle with the masses. The actions of Miss Emily range
from eccentric to absurd but it is the readers understanding of the setting that keep the story believable. The
townspeople excuse her by saying, "We remembered all the young men her father had driven away, and we
knew that with nothing left, she would have to cling to that which had robbed her, as people will" CS  The
downstairs window in Section IV restores Emily as the town icon -- the last Grierson, a nomenclature that
reflects the romanticism of the townspeople themselves. The imagery of changing portraits in "A Rose for
Emily" allows students to explore both to find meaning. By keeping high outlooks. Her father, the dominant
patriarch, robbed her of a husband and that part of a female's existence that can find fulfillment only through
marriage. Yet they do nothing during her lifetime. She looked bloated, like a body long submerged in
motionless water, and of that pallid hue. Her father is no longer alive to drive off suitors.


